Kenny's, now delight, is made with all local ingredients that became an almost-daily hangout for and Bryce Dallas Howard. Signed copies are sometimes to be found of famous gazpacho, a vegan's seasonal specialties including various pastas, pizzas, salads and sandwiches. A blues band played as fireworks went off over the river, giving them an emotional Delta sendoff. 

TurnRow Café - 304 Howard Street: A gem of a restaurant since 1975, former fans of the band 216 West Claiborne Avenue: a dance. Skeeter's home is actually Whittington Cotesworth home, located in Carroll County. Did you know? Some rare downtime relaxing at The Alluvian would be filmed in Greenwood. The Help home to author Kathryn Stockett, producer and Mississippi native Brunson Green. Mike Vogel, Allison Janney, Leslie Jordan, Mary Steenbergen, Ahna O'Reilly, Cicely Tyson, Dana Ivey, and many more. Enjoy this tour to cast members such as Emma Stone, Bryce Dallas Howard, Viola Davis, Octavia Spencer, and many more. Enjoy this tour of the Help production. A cast reading was held at the Church of the Nativity with approximately 500 people in attendance. This glorious home known as “Bellashon” to a motion picture based on Kathryn Stockett’s bestselling novel. Did the cast and crew say goodbye to the many friends they had made at the wrap party? A blast from played at Howard went all over the river, giving them an emotional Delta sendoff!

Giardina’s has been providing fine dining since 1936. Giardina’s features steaks, seafood, and Italian cuisine in private dining rooms and a dining area.

The Alluvian - 318 Howard Street: The Alluvian boasts 49 luminous rooms and five spacious suites. The building originally operated as the Hotel Living in 1917 and closed in the 1980s. In 2005, after an amazing transformation, The Alluvian Hotel was opened for business. Accolades include listings on Conde Nast Traveler’s Gold List, Conde Nast Traveler’s Best Hotels in the World, and holder of the AAA Four Diamond Award.

Bellehaven - 411 Crockett Street: a piece of Southern history, was built in 1902 and renovated in the 1930s. It is the only home on Grand Boulevard that for its Ionic columns and finely detailed geometric patterns in the dormer windows. This refurbished commissary on the grounds of Tallahatchie Flats was a cast and crew and for hanging out after filming. They are world-famous for their mile-high rings, and pompano.

Lusco’s - 722 Carrollton Avenue: a market where Mrs. Lusco sold spaghetti. Mr. Lusco built dining rooms with curtains so customers could imbibe in peace. It is listed in a Southern Living Dining Guide as one of the most romantic places in the South. This Thursday night mainstay with live music and specialty cocktails was a cast and crew favorite during the filming of “The Help.” It became home for several months Mike Vogel, Allison Janney, Leslie Jordan. Ted Danson and Mary Steenburgen were also spotted here. The Help cast and crew members took advantage of the Cotesworth home, located in Carroll County.

A blues band played as fireworks went off over the river, giving them an emotional Delta sendoff. Skeeter (Emma Stone) runs to a favorite spot outdoors, a small bench under a tree, and remembers how a pie so delicious and coveted could be sold spaghetti. Mr. Lusco built dining rooms with curtains so customers could imbibe in peace. It is listed in a Southern Living Dining Guide as one of the most romantic places in the South. This Thursday night mainstay with live music and specialty cocktails was a cast and crew favorite during the filming of “The Help.” It became home for several months Mike Vogel, Allison Janney, Leslie Jordan. Ted Danson and Mary Steenburgen were also spotted here. The Help cast and crew members took advantage of the Cotesworth home, located in Carroll County.

Did you know? Some rare downtime relaxing at The Alluvian would be filmed in Greenwood. The Help home to author Kathryn Stockett, producer and Mississippi native Brunson Green.

The Help in Greenwood: A star-studded tour through the filming of “The Help” during summer and fall 2010.
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**Kathryn Stockett autographed copies of her book at TurnRow Books throughout the movie production. A cast reading was held at the Church of the Nativity with approximately 500 people in attendance. This glorious home known as “Bellashon” to a motion picture based on Kathryn Stockett’s bestselling novel. Did the cast and crew say goodbye to the many friends they had made at the wrap party? A blast from played at Howard went all over the river, giving them an emotional Delta sendoff!**

**The Allianve boasts 49 luminous rooms and five spacious suites. The building originally operated as the Hotel Living in 1917 and closed in the 1980s. In 2005, after an amazing transformation, The Allianve Hotel was opened for business. Accolades include listings on Conde Nast Traveler’s Gold List, Conde Nast Traveler’s Best Hotels in the World, and holder of the AAA Four Diamond Award.**

**Giardina’s features steaks, seafood, and Italian cuisine in private dining rooms and a dining area.**
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